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This shows larger themes
• Available data are often only a proxy
• So long as the proxy is never the thing itself, it can fail
– But by interrogating proxies, especially ones we did not 

construct, we can better understand them
• Models of relationships and processes, too, are not the 

things themselves
• Box (1979): “[For] a model there is no need to ask the 

question ‘Is the model true?’. If ‘truth’ is to be the ‘whole 
truth’ the answer must be ‘No’. The only question of interest 
is ‘Is the model illuminating and useful?’.”
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Quick survey
• How many people know of Savage and Burrows 

(2007)? Breiman (2001)?
• What disciplinary backgrounds?
– Computer science?
– Statistics? (Math/economics?)
– Social science?

• How much do you know what machine learning is (or 
use it)? 
– How is it different from statistics? 
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Goals and outline
• Brief historical tour: Savage and Burrows (2007) and 

Breiman (2001)
– About me

• Bias in geotagged tweets (ICWSM-2015 SPSM)
• Platform effects (ICWSM-2016)
• Hierarchy of limitations in machine learning (2020)
• Problems of cross-validation
• Summary and conclusion
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Brief historical tour
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Two key historical pieces
• Savage & Burrows (2007): “The coming crisis of 

empirical sociology”
– Before Anderson’s “End of theory” (2008) and Lazer et 

al.’s “Computational social science” (2009)
• Breiman (2001): “Statistical modeling: The two 

cultures”
– Even earlier
– Includes seeds of things we aren’t even fully talked about 

yet: from problems with interpretability, to limits of cross-
validation, to multiplicity of models
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”Coming crisis of empirical sociology” 
(2007)
“In 2004, [Savage] was enrolled in a [ESRC Research Methods 
festival] session designed to popularize social network 
methods. He talked about an ESRC-funded research project 
[on volunteer organizations]… a postal questionnaire had 
been sent to 320 members in total, with a very high 
response rate. Many members had been interviewed face-to-
face to ask detailed questions about their social networks… 
The resulting intensive study of the members’ social ties was 
amongst the most detailed ever carried out in the UK.”
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”Coming crisis of empirical sociology” 
(2007)
“During the Festival Savage talked to other 
participants interested in social network methods. It 
turned out that one enthusiast was not an academic 
but worked in a research unit attached to a leading 
telecommunications company. When asked what 
data he used for his social network studies, he 
shyly replied that he had the entire records of 
every phone call made on his system over 
several years, amounting to several billion ties.”
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“Statistical modeling: The two cultures” 
(2001)
“the focus in the statistical community on data models has: 
• “Led to irrelevant theory and questionable scientific conclusions; 
• “Kept statisticians from using more suitable algorithmic models; 
• “Prevented statisticians from working on exciting new problems”
“In the past fifteen years, the growth in algorithmic modeling 
applications and methodology has been rapid. It has occurred 
largely outside statistics in a new community—often called 
machine learning that is mostly young computer scientists (Section 
7). The advances, particularly over the last five years, have been 
startling.”
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“Statistical modeling: The two cultures” 
(2001)
“Perhaps the damaging consequence of the insistence on data 
models is that statisticians have ruled themselves out of some of 
the most interesting and challenging statistical problems that 
have arisen out of the rapidly increasing ability of computers to 
store and manipulate data. These problems are increasingly present 
in many fields, both scientific and commercial, and solutions are 
being found by nonstatisticians.”
“Over the last ten years, there has been a noticeable move toward 
statistical work on real world problems and reaching out by 
statisticians toward collaborative work with other disciplines. I 
believe this trend will continue and, in fact, has to continue if we are 
to survive as an energetic and creative field.”
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About me

• UG:

• MSc: 

• PhD:  

– During: 

• Post-doc:
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Data Science For Social Good
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Bias in geotagged tweets

Momin M. Malik, Hemank Lamba, Constantine Nakos, and Jürgen 
Pfeffer. 2015. Population bias in geotagged tweets. In Papers from 
the 2015 ICWSM Workshop on Standards and Practices in Large-
Scale Social Media Research (ICWSM-15 SPSM), pages 18–27. May 
26, 2015, Oxford, UK. Updated version (2018): 
https://www.mominmalik.com/malik_chapter1.pdf
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Many maps just show population

Randall Munroe. 2012. Heatmap. https://xkcd.com/1138/
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But maybe we can use this?
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Do tweets measure population?

Adapted from Eric Fischer, 2009, Contiguous United States geotag map. 
https://flic.kr/p/a7WMWS.

Population density in 2010 US Census. Each square represents 1,000 people. 
Adapted from Geography Division, U.S. Department of Commerce / Economics 
and Statistics Administration / U.S. Census Bureau, Nighttime Population 
Distribution Wall Map. 
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Modeling population vs. users
• Users proportional to population: 

• Take a log transformation (+Taylor):

• Compare to a linear model:

Ui = ↵Pi + "iPi
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Result: Not proportional
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Identifying specifics
• Spatial multivariate modeling of biases

Geotagged tweet users associated with:
– ! Rural, poor, elderly, non-coastal
– " Asian, Hispanic, black
• …but these are only the demographics 

we can access. E.g., harassment of 
women on Twitter likely discourages 
geotag use
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Why it matters: Some uses are bad
Hurricane Sandy, tweets vs. damage/deaths (Shelton et al., 2014)Introduction
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Responses to demographic bias
• Model the specific biases!
• Calibration and weighting (Zagheni & Weber, 

2015)
• Use data for appropriate questions
– “Postcards, not ticket stubs” (Tasse et al., 2017)

• Find clever study designs or data comparisons, 
establish panels, etc.
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Platform effects in social media

Momin M. Malik and Jürgen Pfeffer. 2016. Identifying platform 
effects in social media data. In Proceedings of the Tenth 
International AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media 
(ICWSM-16), pages 241–249. May 18–20, 2016, Cologne, 
Germany. Expanded version (2018): 
https://www.mominmalik.com/malik_chapter2.pdf
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Design can cause/change behavior
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• Not neutral utilities 
or research 
environments
• Platform engineers 

try to shape user 
behavior towards 
desirable ends

Social media platforms are businesses

Markets Insider, Business Insider (2018)
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Sites try to grow their users’ networks
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Recommending “friend-of-a-friend”

Dann Abright,
makeuseof.com
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Behavior, or platform effects?
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• When we measure 
behavior, what are 
we really 
measuring? 
People’s behavior, 
or platform effects?
• How, as outsiders, 

can we find out? 

?
?
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Data artifacts can reveal inner workings

The Matrix (1999) “déjà vu” scene
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Data artifacts as natural experiments
• Regression Discontinuity (RD) Design (technically, 

Interrupted Time Series, ITS) estimates causality

• The difference between “before” and “after” estimates the 
local average treatment effect

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 2 from Imbens and Lemieux (2008): Potential and observed outcome regression functions.
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Case: Facebook’s “People You May 
Know"
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PYMK changed the Facebook network!

• Triangles: +3.8 triangles 
per edge (x1.62)

• Facebook links: +300 
new edges per day (x2)
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Responses to platform effects
• Investigate: how do Facebook 

“friendship” fail to generalize? What 
about the Facebook social network?
• Platform effects are phenomena to study 

in themselves!
• Data artifacts as natural experiments
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Hierarchy of limitations in machine 
learning
Momin M. Malik. 2020. A hierarchy of limitations 
in machine learning. 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.05193
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Data well-considered; models, not so 
much

danah boyd & Kate Crawford

CRITICAL QUESTIONS FOR BIG DATA

Provocations for a cultural,

technological, and scholarly

phenomenon

The era of Big Data has begun. Computer scientists, physicists, economists, mathemati-
cians, political scientists, bio-informaticists, sociologists, and other scholars are clamoring
for access to the massive quantities of information produced by and about people, things,
and their interactions. Diverse groups argue about the potential benefits and costs of ana-
lyzing genetic sequences, social media interactions, health records, phone logs, govern-
ment records, and other digital traces left by people. Significant questions emerge.
Will large-scale search data help us create better tools, services, and public goods? Or
will it usher in a new wave of privacy incursions and invasive marketing? Will data ana-
lytics help us understand online communities and political movements? Or will it be used
to track protesters and suppress speech? Will it transform how we study human communi-
cation and culture, or narrow the palette of research options and alter what ‘research’
means? Given the rise of Big Data as a socio-technical phenomenon, we argue that it
is necessary to critically interrogate its assumptions and biases. In this article, we offer
six provocations to spark conversations about the issues of Big Data: a cultural, techno-
logical, and scholarly phenomenon that rests on the interplay of technology, analysis, and
mythology that provokes extensive utopian and dystopian rhetoric.

Keywords Big Data; analytics; social media; communication studies;
social network sites; philosophy of science; epistemology; ethics; Twitter

(Received 10 December 2011; final version received 20 March 2012)

Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral . . . technology’s inter-
action with the social ecology is such that technical developments frequently
have environmental, social, and human consequences that go far beyond the
immediate purposes of the technical devices and practices themselves.
(Kranzberg 1986, p. 545)
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contributed articles

CONTENT PUBLISHED IN microblogging systems like 
Twitter can be data-mined to take the pulse of society, 
and a number of studies have praised the value of 
relatively simple approaches to sampling, opinion 
mining, and sentiment analysis. Here, I play devil’s 
advocate, detailing a study I conducted late 2008/
early 2009 in which such simple approaches largely 
overestimated President Barack Obama’s victory in the 
2008 U.S. presidential election. I conducted a thorough 
post-mortem of the analysis, extracting several 
important lessons. 

Twitter is a microblogging service for publishing 
very short text messages (only 140 characters each), or 
tweets, to be shared with users following their author. 

Many Twitter users do not protect their 
tweets, which then appear in the so-
called public timeline. They are acces-
sible through Twitter’s own API, so are 
easily accessed and collected. 

Twitter’s original slogan—“What 
are you doing?”—encouraged users 
to share updates about the minutia of 
their daily activities with their friends. 
Twitter has since evolved into a complex 
information-dissemination platform, 
especially during situations of mass 
convergence.8 Under certain circum-
stances, Twitter users not only provide 
information about themselves but also 
real-time updates of current events.a

Today Twitter is a source of informa-
tion on such events, updated by mil-
lions of usersb worldwide reacting to 
events as they unfold, often in real time. 
It was only a matter of time before the 
research community turned to it as a 
rich source of social, commercial, mar-
keting, and political information. 

My aim here is not a comprehensive 
survey on the topic but to focus on one 
of its most appealing applications: us-
ing its data to predict the outcome of 
currentc and future events. 

Such an application is natural in 
light of the excellent results obtained 

a The 2008 Mumbai attacks and 2009 Iranian 
election protests are perhaps the best-known 
examples of Twitter playing such a role.

b As of mid-2009, Twitter reportedly had 41.74 
million users.7

c Bill Tancer of Hitwise said predicting ongoing 
events should not be defined as “prediction” 
but rather as “data arbitrage.”13

Don’t Turn 
Social Media 
Into Another 
‘Literary 
Digest’ Poll 

DOI:10.1145/2001269.2001297

The power to predict outcomes based on 
Twitter data is greatly exaggerated, especially 
for political elections. 

BY DANIEL GAYO-AVELLO 

 key insights
    Using social media to predict future 

events is a hot research topic involving 
multiple challenges, including bias in  
its many forms. 

    Researchers’ behavior can also be biased 
as they may not always report negative 
results while assuming conclusions from 
a few selected positive experiments. 

    Ignoring negative results, researchers 
risk converting social media analysis 
into another Literary Digest poll (as 
in the 1936 U.S. presidential election), 
risking any future research into this  
kind of analysis. 

Big Questions for Social Media Big Data:  
Representativeness, Validity and Other Methodological Pitfalls  

Zeynep Tufekci 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

zeynep@unc.edu 
 
 

Abstract 
Large-scale databases of human activity in social media 
have captured scientific and policy attention, producing a 
flood of research and discussion. This paper considers 
methodological and conceptual challenges for this emergent 
field, with special attention to the validity and representa-
tiveness of social media big data analyses. Persistent issues 
include the over-emphasis of a single platform, Twitter, 
sampling biases arising from selection by hashtags, and 
vague and unrepresentative sampling frames. The socio-
cultural complexity of user behavior aimed at algorithmic 
invisibility (such as subtweeting, mock-retweeting, use of 
“screen captures” for text, etc.) further complicate interpre-
tation of big data social media. Other challenges include ac-
counting for field effects, i.e. broadly consequential events 
that do not diffuse only through the network under study but 
affect the whole society. The application of network meth-
ods from other fields to the study of human social activity 
may not always be appropriate. The paper concludes with a 
call to action on practical steps to improve our analytic ca-
pacity in this promising, rapidly-growing field. 

Introduction   
Very large datasets, commonly referred to as big data, 
have become common in the study of everything from ge-
nomes to galaxies, including, importantly, human behavior. 
Thanks to digital technologies, more and more human ac-
tivities leave imprints whose collection, storage and aggre-
gation can be readily automated. In particular, the use of 
social media results in the creation of datasets which may 
be obtained from platform providers or collected inde-
pendently with relatively little effort as compared with tra-
ditional sociological methods. 
 Social media big data has been hailed as key to crucial 
insights into human behavior and extensively analyzed by 
scholars, corporations, politicians, journalists, and gov-
ernments (Boyd and Crawford 2012; Lazer et al, 2009).  
Big data reveal fascinating insights into a variety of ques-
tions, and allow us to observe social phenomena at a previ-
ously unthinkable level, such as the mood oscillations of 
millions of people in 84 countries (Golder et al., 2011), or 
in cases where there is arguably no other feasible method 
                                                 
Copyright © 2014, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelli-
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of data collection, as with the study of ideological polariza-
tion on Syrian Twitter (Lynch, Freelon and Aday, 2014). 
The emergence of big data from social media has had im-
pacts in the study of human behavior similar to the intro-
duction of the microscope or the telescope in the fields of 
biology and astronomy: it has produced a qualitative shift 
in the scale, scope and depth of possible analysis. Such a 
dramatic leap requires a careful and systematic examina-
tion of its methodological implications, including trade-
offs, biases, strengths and weaknesses.  
 This paper examines methodological issues and ques-
tions of inference from social media big data. Methodolog-
ical issues including the following: 1. The model organism 
problem, in which a few platforms are frequently used to 
generate datasets without adequate consideration of their 
structural biases.   2. Selecting on dependent variables 
without requisite precautions; many hashtag analyses, for 
example, fall in this category.  3. The denominator problem 
created by vague, unclear or unrepresentative sampling.  4. 
The prevalence of single platform studies which overlook 
the wider social ecology of interaction and diffusion.   
 There are also important questions regarding what we 
can legitimately infer from online imprints, which are but 
one aspect of human behavior. Issues include the follow-
ing: 1. Online actions such as clicks, links, and retweets are 
complex social interactions with varying meanings, logics 
and implications, yet they may be aggregated together. 2. 
Users engage in practices that may be unintelligible to al-
gorithms, such as subtweets (tweets referencing an un-
named but implicitly identifiable individual), quoting text 
via screen captures, and “hate-linking”—linking to de-
nounce rather than endorse. 3. Network methods from oth-
er fields are often used to study human behavior without 
evaluating their appropriateness. 4. Social media data al-
most solely captures “node-to-node” interactions, while 
“field” effects—events that affect a society or a group in a 
wholesale fashion either through shared experience or 
through broadcast media—may often account for observed 
phenomena.  5. Human self-awareness needs to be taken 
into account; humans will alter behavior because they 
know they are being observed, and this change in behavior 
may correlate with big data metrics.  
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           O
n 3 November 1948, the day after 

Harry Truman won the United States 

presidential elections, the Chicago 

Tribune published one of the most 

f a m o u s e r r o n e o u s h e a d l i n e s i n 

newspaper history: “Dewey Defeats 

Truman” ( 1,  2). The headline was informed 

by telephone surveys, which had inadver-

tently undersampled Truman supporters 

( 1). Rather than permanently discrediting 

the practice of polling, this event led to the 

development of more sophisticated tech-

niques and higher standards that produce 

the more accurate and statistically rigorous 

polls conducted today ( 3).

Now, we are poised at a similar techno-

logical inflection point with the rise of on-

line personal and social data for the study of 

human behavior. Powerful com-

putational resources combined 

with the availability of massive 

social media data sets has given rise to a 

growing body of work that uses a combina-

tion of machine learning, natural language 

processing, network analysis, and statistics 

for the measurement of population struc-

ture and human behavior at unprecedented 

scale. However, mounting evidence suggests 

that many of the forecasts and analyses be-

ing produced misrepresent the real world 

( 4– 6). Here, we highlight issues that are 

endemic to the study of human behavior 

through large-scale social media data sets 

and discuss strategies that can be used to 

address them (see the table). Although some 

of the issues raised are very basic (and long-

studied) in the social sciences, the new kinds 

of data and the entry of a variety of com-

munities of researchers into the field make 

these issues worth revisiting and updating.

REPRESENTATION OF HUMAN POPU-

LATIONS. Population bias. A common as-

sumption underlying many large-scale social 

media-based studies of human behavior 

is that a large-enough sample of users will 

drown out noise introduced by peculiarities 

of the platform’s population ( 7). However, 

substantial population biases vary across 

different social media platforms ( 8). For in-

stance, Instagram is “especially appealing to 

adults aged 18 to 29, African-American, La-

tinos, women, urban residents” ( 9) whereas 

Pinterest is dominated by females, aged 25 to 

34, with an average annual household income 

of $100,000 ( 10). These sampling biases are 

rarely corrected for (if even acknowledged).

Proprietary algorithms for public data. 

Platform-specific sampling problems, for 

example, the highest-volume source of pub-

lic Twitter data, which are used by thou-

sands of researchers worldwide, is not an 

accurate representation of the overall plat-

form’s data ( 11). Furthermore, researchers 

are left in the dark about when and how 

social media providers change the sam-

pling and/or filtering of their data streams. 

So long as the algorithms and processes 

that govern these public data releases are 

largely dynamic, proprietary, and secret or 

undocumented, designing reliable and re-

producible studies of human behavior that 

correctly account for the resulting biases 

will be difficult, if not impossible. Academic 

efforts to characterize aspects of the behav-

ior of such proprietary systems can provide 

details needed to begin reporting biases.

The rise of “embedded researchers” (re-

searchers who have special relationships 

with providers that give them elevated ac-

cess to platform-specific data, algorithms, 

and resources) is creating a divided social 

media research community. Such research-

ers, for example, can see a platform’s inner 

workings and make accommodations, but 

may not be able to reveal their corrections 

or the data used to generate their findings.

REPRESENTATION OF HUMAN BEHAV-

IOR. Human behavior and online platform 

design. Many social forces that drive the 

formation and dynamics of human behavior 

and relations have been intensively studied 

and are well-known ( 12– 14). For instance, 

homophily (“birds of a feather flock to-

gether”), transitivity (“the friend of a friend 

is a friend”), and propinquity (“those close 

by form a tie”) are all known by designers 

of social media platforms and, to increase 

platform use and adoption, have been incor-

porated in their link suggestion algorithms. 

Thus, it may be necessary to untangle psy-

chosocial from platform-driven behavior. 

Unfortunately, few studies attempt this.

Social platforms also implicitly target 

Social media for large studies of behavior

Issues in evaluating data from social media. Large-scale social media studies of human behavior should i 

address issues listed and discussed herein (further discussion in supplementary materials).

By Derek Ruths 1 * and Jürgen Pfeffer 2  

Large-scale studies of human behavior in social media need to be held to higher 
methodological standards

SOCIAL SCIENCES

1Department of Computer Science, McGill University, 
Montreal, Quebec H3A 0G4, Canada. 2Institute for Software 
Research, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, 
USA. *E-mail: derek.ruths@mcgill.ca

Reducing biases and �aws in social media data

 • 1. Quanti�es  platform-speci�c biases (platform design, user base, platform-speci�c          
    behavior, platform storage policies)

 • 2. Quanti�es biases of available data (access constraints, platform-side �ltering)

 • 3. Quanti�es proxy population biases/mismatches

 • 4. Applies �lters/corrects for nonhuman accounts in data 

 • 5. Accounts for platform and proxy population biases
a. Corrects for platform-speci�c and proxy population biases

         OR

b. Tests robustness of �ndings 

 • 6. Accounts for platform-speci�c algorithms
a. Shows results for more than one platform

         OR

b. Shows results for time-separated data sets from the same platform

 • 7. For new methods: compares results to existing methods on the same data

 • 8. For new social phenomena or methods or classi�ers: reports performance 
     on two or more distinct data sets (one of which was not used during classi�er  
     development or design)

DATA COLLECTION

METHODS
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           I
n February 2013, Google Flu 
Trends (GFT) made headlines 
but not for a reason that Google 

executives or the creators of the fl u 
tracking system would have hoped. 
Nature reported that GFT was pre-
dicting more than double the pro-
portion of doctor visits for influ-
enza-like illness (ILI) than the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC), which bases its esti-
mates on surveillance reports from 
laboratories across the United States 
( 1,  2). This happened despite the fact 
that GFT was built to predict CDC 
reports. Given that GFT is often held 
up as an exemplary use of big data 
( 3,  4), what lessons can we draw 
from this error?

The problems we identify are 
not limited to GFT. Research on 
whether search or social media can 
predict x has become common-
place ( 5– 7) and is often put in sharp contrast 
with traditional methods and hypotheses. 
Although these studies have shown the 
value of these data, we are far from a place 
where they can supplant more traditional 
methods or theories ( 8). We explore two 
issues that contributed to GFT’s mistakes—
big data hubris and algorithm dynamics—
and offer lessons for moving forward in the 
big data age.

Big Data Hubris

“Big data hubris” is the often implicit 
assumption that big data are a substitute 
for, rather than a supplement to, traditional 
data collection and analysis. Elsewhere, we 
have asserted that there are enormous scien-
tifi c possibilities in big data ( 9– 11). How-
ever, quantity of data does not mean that 
one can ignore foundational issues of mea-
surement and construct validity and reli-

ability and dependencies among data (12). 
The core challenge is that most big data that 
have received popular attention are not the 
output of instruments designed to produce 
valid and reliable data amenable for scien-
tifi c analysis.

The initial version of GFT was a par-
ticularly problematic marriage of big and 
small data. Essentially, the methodology 
was to fi nd the best matches among 50 mil-
lion search terms to fit 1152 data points 
( 13). The odds of fi nding search terms that 
match the propensity of the fl u but are struc-
turally unrelated, and so do not predict the 
future, were quite high. GFT developers, 
in fact, report weeding out seasonal search 
terms unrelated to the fl u but strongly corre-
lated to the CDC data, such as those regard-
ing high school basketball ( 13). This should 
have been a warning that the big data were 
overfi tting the small number of cases—a 
standard concern in data analysis. This ad 
hoc method of throwing out peculiar search 
terms failed when GFT completely missed 
the nonseasonal 2009 infl uenza A–H1N1 
pandemic ( 2,  14). In short, the initial ver-
sion of GFT was part flu detector, part 
winter detector. GFT engineers updated 
the algorithm in 2009, and this model has 

run ever since, with a few changes 
announced in October 2013 ( 10, 
 15).

Although not widely reported 
until 2013, the new GFT has been 
persistently overestimating flu 
prevalence for a much longer time. 
GFT also missed by a very large 
margin in the 2011–2012 fl u sea-
son and has missed high for 100 out 
of 108 weeks starting with August 
2011 (see the graph ). These errors 
are not randomly distributed. For 
example, last week’s errors predict 
this week’s errors (temporal auto-
correlation), and the direction and 
magnitude of error varies with the 
time of year (seasonality). These 
patterns mean that GFT overlooks 
considerable information that 
could be extracted by traditional 
statistical methods. 

Even after GFT was updated 
in 2009, the comparative value of the algo-
rithm as a stand-alone fl u monitor is ques-
tionable. A study in 2010 demonstrated that 
GFT accuracy was not much better than 
a fairly simple projection forward using 
already available (typically on a 2-week lag) 
CDC data ( 4). The comparison has become 
even worse since that time, with lagged 
models significantly outperforming GFT 
(see the graph). Even 3-week-old CDC data 
do a better job of projecting current fl u prev-
alence than GFT [see supplementary mate-
rials (SM)].

Considering the large number of 
approaches that provide inference on infl u-
enza activity ( 16– 19), does this mean that 
the current version of GFT is not useful? 
No, greater value can be obtained by com-
bining GFT with other near–real-time 
health data ( 2,  20). For example, by com-
bining GFT and lagged CDC data, as well 
as dynamically recalibrating GFT, we can 
substantially improve on the performance 
of GFT or the CDC alone (see the chart). 
This is no substitute for ongoing evaluation 
and improvement, but, by incorporating this 
information, GFT could have largely healed 
itself and would have likely remained out of 
the headlines.

The Parable of Google Flu: 
Traps in Big Data Analysis

BIG DATA

David Lazer,  1, 2 * Ryan Kennedy,  1, 3, 4 Gary King,  3 Alessandro Vespignani 5,6,3    

Large errors in fl u prediction were largely 

avoidable, which offers lessons for the use 

of big data.
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Commentary

Big Data and the danger of being
precisely inaccurate

Daniel A McFarland and H Richard McFarland

Abstract
Social scientists and data analysts are increasingly making use of Big Data in their analyses. These data sets are often ‘‘found
data’’ arising from purely observational sources rather than data derived under strict rules of a statistically designed
experiment. However, since these large data sets easily meet the sample size requirements of most statistical procedures,
they give analysts a false sense of security as they proceed to focus on employing traditional statistical methods. We explain
how most analyses performed on Big Data today lead to ‘‘precisely inaccurate’’ results that hide biases in the data but are
easily overlooked due to the enhanced significance of the results created by the data size. Before any analyses are
performed on large data sets, we recommend employing a simple data segmentation technique to control for some
major components of observational data biases. These segments will help to improve the accuracy of the results.

Keywords
Big Data, bias, segmentation, sociology, statistics, inaccuracy

Introduction

Social scientists and data analysts are increasingly
making use of Big Data in their analyses. These data
sets are often ‘‘found data’’1 arising from purely observa-
tional sources rather than data derived under strict rules
of a statistically designed experiment. However, since
these large data sets easily meet the sample size require-
ments of most statistical procedures, they give analysts a
false sense of security as they proceed to focus on employ-
ing traditional statistical methods. We explain how most
analyses performed on Big Data today lead to ‘‘precisely
inaccurate’’ results that hide biases in the data but are
easily overlooked due to the enhanced significance of
the results created by the data size. Before any analyses
are performed on large data sets, we recommend employ-
ing data segmentation techniques to control for some
major components of observational data biases. These
segments will help improve the accuracy of results.

Big Data’s problem of being precisely
inaccurate

The sort of Big Data that analysts and social scientists
frequently use in their research can be described as
‘‘found data’’ which is composed of observational

data collected on website tra!c, sensor data, or any
large-scale source of user activity. This data is often
labeled as ‘‘big’’ because it can easily contain many
millions of records reflecting user behaviors on a web-
site such as viewing, clicking, downloading, uploading,
evaluating, and purchasing of digital resources. In most
cases, these data are snapshots of time that are collected
on an entire sample of individuals who are active in that
particular moment. Examples of this sort of data are
website log files or tra!c data, social media data dumps
(e.g. Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.), online profes-
sional networks (e.g. where teachers learn about jobs
and post teaching resources), or even massive open
online courses with user interactions and performance
(e.g. Coursera). As cell phones and wearable devices
begin to collect sensor data, Big Data will only get
bigger and the problem referenced in this article will
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Big Data, 
Digital Media, 

and 
Computational 
Social Science: 
Possibilities and 

Perils

By
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JOSEPH N. CAPPELLA,
and

W. RUSSELL NEUMAN
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research-article2015

We live life in the network. We check our e-mails 
regularly, make mobile phone calls from almost 
any location … make purchases with credit cards 
… [and] maintain friendships through online 
social networks. … These transactions leave 
digital traces that can be compiled into compre-
hensive pictures of both individual and group 
behavior, with the potential to transform our 
understanding of our lives, organizations, and 
societies.

—Lazer et al. (2009, 721).

Powerful computational resources combined 
with the availability of massive social media data-
sets has given rise to a growing body of work that 
uses a combination of machine learning, natural 
language processing, network analysis, and statis-
tics for the measurement of population structure 
and human behavior at unprecedented scale. 
However, mounting evidence suggests that many 
of the forecasts and analyses being produced 
misrepresent the real world.

—Ruths and Pfeffer (2014, 1063)

The exponential growth in “the volume, 
velocity and variability” (Dumbill 2012, 2) 

of structured and unstructured social data has 
confronted fields such as political science, soci-
ology, psychology, information systems, public 
health, public policy, and communication with 
a unique challenge: how can scientists best use 
computational tools to analyze such data, prob-
lematical as they may be, with the goal of 
understanding individuals and their interac-
tions within social systems? The unprecedented 
availability of information on discrete behav-

Dhavan V. Shah is the Louis A. & Mary E. Maier-
Bascom Professor at the University of Wisconsin–
Madison, where he is director of the Mass 
Communication Research Center. His work focuses on 
framing effects on social judgments, digital media influ-
ence on civic engagement, and the impact of health 
ICTs.
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Is Bigger 
Always Better? 
Potential Biases 

of Big Data 
Derived from 

Social Network 
Sites

By
ESZTER HARGITTAI

570866ANN The Annals of the American AcademyBig Data Methodological Challenges
research-article2015

This article discusses methodological challenges of 
using big data that rely on specific sites and services as 
their sampling frames, focusing on social network sites 
in particular. It draws on survey data to show that peo-
ple do not select into the use of such sites randomly. 
Instead, use is biased in certain ways yielding samples 
that limit the generalizability of findings. Results show 
that age, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, 
online experiences, and Internet skills all influence the 
social network sites people use and thus where traces of 
their behavior show up. This has implications for the 
types of conclusions one can draw from data derived 
from users of specific sites. The article ends by noting 
how big data studies can address the shortcomings that 
result from biased sampling frames.

Keywords: big data; Internet skills; digital inequality; 
social network sites; sampling frame; 
biased sample; sampling

As people incorporate digital media into 
increasing parts of their everyday lives, a 

growing number of their actions leave digital 
traces. This information is available to busi-
nesses, government agencies, and beyond. 
Researchers have analyzed such large-scale 
trace data to address a myriad of social behav-
ioral questions from the political (e.g., Tumasjan 
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OUR INHERENT HUMAN tendency of favoring one thing 
or opinion over another is reflected in every aspect 
of our lives, creating both latent and overt biases 
toward everything we see, hear, and do. Any remedy 
for bias must start with awareness that bias exists; for 
example, most mature societies raise awareness of 
social bias through affirmative-action programs, and, 
while awareness alone does not completely alleviate 
the problem, it helps guide us toward a solution. Bias 
on the Web reflects both societal and internal biases 
within ourselves, emerging in subtler ways. This 
article aims to increase awareness of the potential 
effects imposed on us all through bias present in Web 
use and content. We must thus consider and account 
for it in the design of Web systems that truly address 
people’s needs. 

Bias has been intrinsically embedded in culture and 
history since the beginning of time. However, due to 

the rise of digital data, it can now 
spread faster than ever and reach 
many more people. This has caused 
bias in big data to become a trending 
and controversial topic in recent years. 
Minorities, especially, have felt the 
harmful effects of data bias when pur-
suing life goals, with outcomes gov-
erned primarily by algorithms, from 
mortgage loans to advertising person-
alization.24 While the obstacles they 
face remain an important roadblock, 
bias affects us all, though much of the 
time we are unaware it exists or how it 
might (negatively) influence our judg-
ment and behavior. 

The Web is today’s most prominent 
communication channel, as well as 
a place where our biases converge. As 
social media are increasingly central to 
daily life, they expose us to influencers 
we might not have encountered previ-
ously. This makes understanding and 
recognizing bias on the Web more es-
sential than ever. My main goal here is 
thus to raise the awareness level for all 
Web biases. Bias awareness would help 
us design better Web-based systems, as 
well as software systems in general. 

Measuring Bias 
The first challenge in addressing bias 
is how to define and measure it. From 
a statistical point of view, bias is a sys-
temic deviation caused by an inaccu-
rate estimation or sampling process. 
As a result, the distribution of a vari-
able could be biased with respect to the 
original, possibly unknown, distribu-
tion. In addition, cultural biases can be 
found in our inclinations to our shared 
personal beliefs, while cognitive biases 
affect our behavior and the ways we 
make decisions. 

Figure 1 shows how bias influences 

Bias on 
the Web 

DOI:10.1145/3209581 

Bias in Web data and use taints the  
algorithms behind Web-based applications,  
delivering equally biased results. 

BY RICARDO BAEZA-YATES 

 key insights
 ! Any remedy for bias starts with 

awareness of its existence. 

 ! Bias on the Web reflects biases within 
ourselves, manifested in subtler ways. 

 ! We must consider and account for bias 
in the design of Web-based systems that 
truly address the needs of users. 

Article

Potential Biases in Big Data:
Omitted Voices on Social Media

Eszter Hargittai1

Abstract
While big data offer exciting opportunities to address questions about social behavior, studies must
not abandon traditionally important considerations of social science research such as data repre-
sentativeness and sampling biases. Many big data studies rely on traces of people’s behavior on social
media platforms such as opinions expressed through Twitter posts. How representative are such
data? Whose voices are most likely to show up on such sites? Analyzing survey data about a national
sample of American adults’ social network site usage, this article examines what user characteristics
are associated with the adoption of such sites. Findings suggest that several sociodemographic
factors relate to who adopts such sites. Those of higher socioeconomic status are more likely to be
on several platforms suggesting that big data derived from social media tend to oversample the views
of more privileged people. Additionally, Internet skills are related to using such sites, again showing
that opinions visible on these sites do not represent all types of people equally. The article cautions
against relying on content from such sites as the sole basis of data to avoid disproportionately
ignoring the perspectives of the less privileged. Whether business interests or policy considerations,
it is important that decisions that concern the whole population are not based on the results of
analyses that favor the opinions of those who are already better off.

Keywords
big data, data bias, sampling, sampling bias, survey, social media, Facebook, Twitter

Much enthusiasm has accompanied the massive amounts of data readily available about people’s
opinions and behavior, that is, “big data,” with some going so far as to claim “the end of theory”
(Anderson, 2008), although most focusing on the opportunities without rejecting the scientific
enterprise (Bail, 2014; Goldberg, 2015). The many promising avenues for new studies of the social
world not notwithstanding, the enthusiasm has been accompanied by literature raising critical
questions about big data ranging from ethical to privacy considerations and beyond (e.g., Baym,
2013; boyd & Crawford, 2012; Gitelman, 2013; Lazer et al., 2009; Neff, 2013). One limitation of
much such work is that most of it is based on hypothetical cases rather than being grounded in
empirical research (Hidalgo, 2014, elaborates on this point). This article empirically tackles a
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Social data in digital form—including user-generated content, expressed or implicit

relations between people, and behavioral traces—are at the core of popular applications

and platforms, driving the research agenda of many researchers. The promises of

social data are many, including understanding “what the world thinks” about a social

issue, brand, celebrity, or other entity, as well as enabling better decision-making in a

variety of fields including public policy, healthcare, and economics. Many academics and

practitioners have warned against the naïve usage of social data. There are biases and

inaccuracies occurring at the source of the data, but also introduced during processing.

There are methodological limitations and pitfalls, as well as ethical boundaries and

unexpected consequences that are often overlooked. This paper recognizes the rigor

with which these issues are addressed by different researchers varies across a wide

range. We identify a variety of menaces in the practices around social data use, and

organize them in a framework that helps to identify them.

“For your own sanity, you have to remember that not all problems can be solved. Not all problems can be
solved, but all problems can be illuminated.” –Ursula Franklin1

Keywords: social media, user data, biases, evaluation, ethics

1. INTRODUCTION

We use social data as an umbrella concept for all kind of digital traces produced by or about users,
with an emphasis on content explicitly written with the intent of communicating or interacting
with others. Social data typically comes from social software, which provides an intermediary or
a focus for a social relationship (Schuler, 1994). It includes a variety of platforms—like for social
media and networking (e.g., Facebook), question and answering (e.g., Quora), or collaboration
(e.g., Wikipedia)—and purposes from finding information (White, 2013) to keeping in touch with
friends (Lampe et al., 2008). Social software enables the social web, a class of websites “in which user
participation is the primary driver of value” (Gruber, 2008).

The social web enables access to social traces at a scale and level of detail, both in breadth
and depth, impractical with conventional data collection techniques, like surveys or user
studies (Richardson, 2008; Lazer et al., 2009). On the social web users search, interact, and share
information on a mix of topics including work (Ehrlich and Shami, 2010), food (Abbar et al., 2015),
or health (De Choudhury et al., 2014); leaving, as a result, rich traces that form what Harford (2014)

1Quoted byM.Meredith in http://bb9.berlinbiennale.de/all-problems-can-be-illuminated-not-all-problems-can-be-solved/
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Approaches to research

• Each branch has trade-offs, and problems propagate
• No one method is inherently better any other
• Mixed methods can combine (although I don’t consider 

this in the paper)
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Quantification locks in meaning
• Qualitative research 

can get directly at how 
things are 
multifaceted, 
heterogeneous, 
intersubjective

• Quantification/ 
measurements lock in 
one meaning; and 
frequently are proxies, 
which are imperfect
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Challenges of quantification/ 
measurement

• Constructs: primitives of social 
science
– What we care about
– Often unobservable (and 

hypothetical/subjective, e.g.
friendship)

– Proxies always give errors (for 
binary constructs: false 
negatives and false positives)

– E.g., Google maps usage is not 
traffic
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Constructs: Subjective, multifaceted
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Stats and ML use central tendencies
• Statistics and machine 

only option to both 
directly use data and
account for variability

• They do so via central 
tendency

• This requires multiple 
observations, and 
independence 
assumptions
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Stats and ML use central tendencies
• (Statistics uses numerical

simulations, and simulation 
modeling uses statistical 
summaries, but they are 
distinct types of models)

• (Agent-based simulation 
also ends up using central 
tendencies to summarize a 
response surface)

• (ABMs generally cannot be 
used for prediction, are 
only appropriate when we 
can’t do statistics)

Simulation 
for the 
Social 
Scientist

Nigel  Gi lbert  

Klaus G.  Troitzsch

second edit ion

SSIIMMUULLAATTIIOONN  FFOORR  TTHHEE  SSOOCCIIAALL  SSCCIIEENNTTIISSTT
SSeeccoonndd  EEddiittiioonn

• What can computer simulation contribute to the social sciences?
• Which of the many approaches to simulation would be best for my social

science project?
• How do I design, carry out and analyse the results from a computer 

simulation?

Interest in social simulation has been growing rapidly worldwide as a result
of increasingly powerful hardware and software and a rising interest in the
application of ideas of complexity, evolution, adaptation and chaos in the
social sciences. Simulation for the Social Scientist is a practical textbook on
the techniques of building computer simulations to assist understanding of
social and economic issues and problems. 

This authoritative book details all the common approaches to social 
simulation to provide social scientists with an appreciation of the literature
and allow those with some programming skills to create their own 
simulations. 

New for this edition:
• A new chapter on designing multi-agent systems to support the fact that

multi-agent modelling has become the most common approach to 
simulation

• New examples and guides to current software
• Updated throughout to take new approaches into account

The book is an essential tool for social scientists in a wide range of fields,
particularly sociology, economics, anthropology, geography, organizational
theory, political science, social policy, cognitive psychology and cognitive 
science. It will also appeal to computer scientists interested in distributed 
artificial intelligence, multi-agent systems and agent technologies.

NNiiggeell  GGiillbbeerrtt is Professor of Sociology at the University of Surrey, UK. He 
is editor of the Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation and has
long experience of using simulation for research in sociology, environmental
resource management, science policy and archaeology.  His previous 
textbooks include Understanding Social Statistics (2000) and Researching
Social Life (2001). 

KKllaauuss  GG..  TTrrooiittzzsscchh is Professor of Social Science Informatics at the University
of Koblenz-Landau, Germany.  He has written extensively in sociology and
political science and pioneered the application of simulation to the social 
sciences in Germany.
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Causality is hard, maybe too hard
• Properly controlled 

experiments lack 
ecological validity

• Observational inference 
can never totally account 
for the possibility of 
hidden confounders, 
which can frustrate even 
the most perfect 
application of causal 
techniques (Arceneaux, 
Gerber, & Green, 2010)
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ML is “prediction” only
• “Predictions” are defined 

as what minimizes loss
• I.e., correlations
• Non-causal correlations 

can sometimes predict 
well, but they frequently 
don’t explain, and can 
fail unexpectedly
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To Explain or to Predict?
Galit Shmueli

Abstract. Statistical modeling is a powerful tool for developing and testing
theories by way of causal explanation, prediction, and description. In many
disciplines there is near-exclusive use of statistical modeling for causal ex-
planation and the assumption that models with high explanatory power are
inherently of high predictive power. Conflation between explanation and pre-
diction is common, yet the distinction must be understood for progressing
scientific knowledge. While this distinction has been recognized in the phi-
losophy of science, the statistical literature lacks a thorough discussion of the
many differences that arise in the process of modeling for an explanatory ver-
sus a predictive goal. The purpose of this article is to clarify the distinction
between explanatory and predictive modeling, to discuss its sources, and to
reveal the practical implications of the distinction to each step in the model-
ing process.

Key words and phrases: Explanatory modeling, causality, predictive mod-
eling, predictive power, statistical strategy, data mining, scientific research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Looking at how statistical models are used in dif-
ferent scientific disciplines for the purpose of theory
building and testing, one finds a range of perceptions
regarding the relationship between causal explanation
and empirical prediction. In many scientific fields such
as economics, psychology, education, and environmen-
tal science, statistical models are used almost exclu-
sively for causal explanation, and models that possess
high explanatory power are often assumed to inher-
ently possess predictive power. In fields such as natural
language processing and bioinformatics, the focus is on
empirical prediction with only a slight and indirect re-
lation to causal explanation. And yet in other research
fields, such as epidemiology, the emphasis on causal
explanation versus empirical prediction is more mixed.
Statistical modeling for description, where the purpose
is to capture the data structure parsimoniously, and
which is the most commonly developed within the field
of statistics, is not commonly used for theory building
and testing in other disciplines. Hence, in this article I

Galit Shmueli is Associate Professor of Statistics,
Department of Decision, Operations and Information
Technologies, Robert H. Smith School of Business,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742,
USA (e-mail: gshmueli@umd.edu).

focus on the use of statistical modeling for causal ex-
planation and for prediction. My main premise is that
the two are often conflated, yet the causal versus pre-
dictive distinction has a large impact on each step of the
statistical modeling process and on its consequences.
Although not explicitly stated in the statistics method-
ology literature, applied statisticians instinctively sense
that predicting and explaining are different. This article
aims to fill a critical void: to tackle the distinction be-
tween explanatory modeling and predictive modeling.

Clearing the current ambiguity between the two is
critical not only for proper statistical modeling, but
more importantly, for proper scientific usage. Both ex-
planation and prediction are necessary for generating
and testing theories, yet each plays a different role in
doing so. The lack of a clear distinction within statistics
has created a lack of understanding in many disciplines
of the difference between building sound explanatory
models versus creating powerful predictive models, as
well as confusing explanatory power with predictive
power. The implications of this omission and the lack
of clear guidelines on how to model for explanatory
versus predictive goals are considerable for both scien-
tific research and practice and have also contributed to
the gap between academia and practice.

I start by defining what I term explaining and pre-
dicting. These definitions are chosen to reflect the dis-
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Defining machine learning

y xnature

y x
linear regression 
logistic regression
Cox model

• Machine learning: An 
instrumental use of 
correlations to try and mimic 
the outputs of a target system 
(rather than trying to 
understand causal 
relationships between inputs 
and outputs). Focus on highly 
flexible “curve-fitting” methods. 
(Diagram: Breiman, 2001. See 
also Jones, 2018) 

y xunknown

decision trees
neural nets
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Why are these different goals?

Carefully built models that capture causality 
(or “pure” associations) may fit poorly overall
• Breiman 2001: Information
• Shmueli 2010: To explain
• Kleinberg et al. 2015: “Rain dance 

problems”
• Mullainathan and Spiess 2017: beta-hat

Spurious (non-causal) correlations may fit 
robustly
• Breiman 2001: Prediction problems
• Shmueli 2010: To predict
• Kleinberg et al. 2015: “Umbrella 

problems”
• Mullainathan and Spiess 2017: y-hat
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Kinds of Validity

Construct Validity
(measurement)

Inference Validity
(studies)

“Translation”

Face Content Predictive Concurrent Convergent Discriminant

Criterion Internal External

ML: Only external validity

Kass, 2011 Adapted from Borgatti, 2012
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Not an obvious usage of “predict”
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Can’t intervene based on correlations
• Very different sets of 

correlations can “predict” 
(fit) equally well 
(Mullainathan and Spiess
2017)
– Breiman (2001) called this 

the “Rashomon Effect”
• But different fits suggest 

very different interventions
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Interpretability: A red herring?
“A project I worked on in the late 1970s was the 
analysis of delay in criminal cases in state court 
systems... A large decision tree was grown, and I 
showed it on an overhead and explained it to the 
assembled Colorado judges. One of the splits was 
on District N which had a larger delay time than 
the other districts. I refrained from commenting on 
this. But as I walked out I heard one judge say to 
another, ‘I knew those guys in District N were 
dragging their feet.’” (Breiman, 2001)
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Problems of cross validation
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ML performance claims are from cross-
validation

• Rescher (1998) notes every prediction 
involves a meta-prediction: predict 
whether the prediction works

• Cross-validation is meta-prediction for 
ML

• But, how well does cross-validation work?
– “Professor Breiman emphasizes the 

importance of performance on the 
test sample. However, this can be 
overdone. The test sample is 
supposed to represent the 
population to be encountered in the 
future. But in reality, it is usually a 
random sample of the current 
population. High performance on the 
test sample does not guarantee high 
performance on future samples, 
things do change.” (Hoadley 2001)
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Purpose of cross-validation

• If we are no longer guided by theory, and use 
automatic methods, we risk overfitting: fitting 
to the the noise, not the data

True
Overfit
Correctly fit
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Intuition for cross-validation

• Idea: if we split data into two parts, the signal should 
be the same but the noise would be different

• Cross validation: Fitting the model on one part of the 
data, and “testing” on the other
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Overfitting on the test set
• Re-using a test set can overfit! (Dwork

et al., 2015)
– “in industry and academia, there is 

sometimes a little tinkering, which 
involves peeking at the test sample. The 
result is some bias in the test sample or 
cross-validation results. This is the same 
kind of tinkering that upsets test of fit 
pureness.” (Hoadley 2001, discussant of 
Breiman)

• Happens in Kaggle, which has public 
leaderboard (visible throughout) and 
private leaderboard (revealed only at 
end of competition)

Greg Park (2012): 
Repeated tries improved 
“visible test” ranking

But “hidden test” (true) 
ranking went down!
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Problems of dependencies
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Err(µ̂) = 1
nEf kY ⇤ � bY k22

= 1
n

h
Ef kY ⇤k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2Ef (Y

⇤T bY )
i

= 1
n

h
Ef kY ⇤k22 + Ef kbY k22 � 2 trEf (Y

⇤ bY T )
i

+ 1
n

h
µTµ+ Ef (bY )TEf (bY ) + 2 tr µEf (bY )T

i

+ 1
n

h
�µTµ� Ef (bY )Ef (bY )T � 2µTEf (bY )

i

= 1
n

h
tr⌃+ kµ� E(bY )k22 + tr Varf (bY )� 2 tr Covf (Y

⇤, bY )
i

= irreducible error + bias2 + variance� optimism
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Apply this to non-iid data
• Imagine we have, for                  and 

• Then, optimism (Efron, 2004) in the training set is:

• But test set also has nonzero optimism!
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2
n tr Covf (Y1, bY1) =

2
n tr Covf (Y1,HY1) =

2
n trHVarf (Y1) =

2
n trH⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="gHu5v0XcSXpf2mHjahNHYET+PaU=">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</latexit>

2
n tr Covf (Y2, bY1) =

2
n tr Covf (Y2,HY1) =

2⇢�2

n trH11T = 2⇢�2
<latexit sha1_base64="bnSVmx7bdLEew8vXVbyOne413ds=">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</latexit>

⌃ij = ⇢�2, i 6= j
<latexit sha1_base64="mM1hCxvO4I8eaeToDW9WJ6q47hY=">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</latexit>

⌃ii = �2
<latexit sha1_base64="NWGi9ZpBeuvF+Nlxo2OpKKE4z24=">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</latexit>
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Simulating the toy example
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Out-of-sample MSE: much worse!
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Training error
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2XWƅRIƅVDPSOH��WUXH��HUURUMean training error: 0.40

Mean test set error: 0.61
Mean true error: 1.61 (also, long tail!)

Matches theory!
Irreducible error: 1
Estimator variance: 0.61
Expected bias: 0 (OLS is unbiased)
Expected training optimism: 1.21
Expected test set optimism: 1
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Many real-world examples
• There are indeed cases where cross-validation 

assessments of machine learning performance fail!
• Time series: do cross-validation in blocks
– Otherwise, “time traveling,” gives great performance

• Activity recognition: “leave one subject out” cross 
validation performs far worse (i.e., more honestly)

• Necessary but not sufficient; underlying causal 
processes can introduce unobserved variance, 
destroying previously-holding correlations
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Application to networks

index from to Y W1 W2 W3 · · ·
e1 1 2 y12 1(x11 = x21) x12 � x22 x13 · · ·
e2 2 3 y23 1(x11 = x31) x12 � x32 x13 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

en+1 2 1 y21 1(x21 = x11) x22 � x12 x23 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

e2(n2)
n � 1 n y(n�1)n 1(x(n�1)1 = xn1) x(n�1)2 � xn2 x(n�1)3 · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="5hu1ZDX6g7CQ54/bUOpbqP3GlEU=">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</latexit>

Y X1 X2 · · · Xd

1 y1 x11 x12 · · · x1d
2 y2 x21 x22 · · · x2d
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
n yn xn1 xn2 · · · xnd

<latexit sha1_base64="5uWcEvCT0HNOxUnjN0dM9WCiVCc=">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</latexit>
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But dyads are dependent too!
Factor graph

—

—

in-two-stars

out-two-stars

geom. weighted
out-degrees

geom. weighted
in-degrees

alternating tran-
sitive k-triplets

alternating indep.
two-paths

two-paths (mixed
two-stars)

transitive triads

activity e!ect

popularity e!ect

mutual dyads

similarity e!ect
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Covariance structure of edges (n = 15)
Total covariance between dyads
• The pairs of edges that are present 

together, or aren’t present 
together

• Note: A theoretical construct, since 
we only see edges once (or once 
per time slice)

Mutual dyads In-2-stars Out-2-stars 2-paths
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So, what to do?
• Partition nodes into training 

and test sets?
– Breaks up triads; omitted 

edges “share” information 
across training and test 
(diagram: blue are edges 
that include node 7)

• Partition dyads? 
– Breaks up nodes; even 

worse
• Can’t eliminate, but can 

minimize optimism by 
careful data splitting
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Importance of out-of-sample testing
,QTXLU\
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“Things do change”
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Real-world testing of ML results
• van’t Veer et al. (2002) 

found 70 genes 
correlated with 
developing breast 
cancer

• Of course the 
correlations were 
optimal, post-hoc. But 
did it generalize?
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High

Both tests
agree, high 

risk

Both tests
agree, low 

risk

“Clinical” risk
Low

High

Low

Model says  
treat, doctor 

says don’t

Doctor says  
treat, model 
says don’t

Risk via 
correlations 

with gene 
expression

Treat with 
chemo

Implementation testing

Don’t treat 
with chemo

???

Cardoso et al., 2016, NEJM
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High

Both tests
agree, high 

risk

Both tests
agree, low 

risk

Low

High

Low

Chemo-
therapy is 
worse!

Chemo-
therapy is 

similar

Risk via 
correlations 

with gene 
expression

Implementation testing
“Clinical” risk

Treat with 
chemo

Don’t treat 
with chemo

Finding: Machine learning 
alone would make things 
worse. But as a secondary
diagnosis, on average it 
catches false positives and 
avoids unhelpful chemo! 
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Implementation testing: Details

• Before 
experiment 
(training data)

• High model 
risk, low 
clinical risk: 
randomize. 
Chemo worse!

• Low model 
risk, high 
clinical risk: 
chemo makes 
no difference
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(Note: still limitations in how 
experimental subjects may be 
unrepresentative.)
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Summary and conclusion
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Summary
• Biases exist, but are not simple, and may be unknowable in 

general
– When we have a comparison source, we can calibrate, but better may 

be to find appropriate use cases
• Commercial platforms are not always fit for research; but we can 

try to investigate how their design and incentives
• Machine learning presents new opportunities, but has multiple 

failure points (often corresponding to long-recognized problems) 
that must be recognized and dealt with
– Prediction, and cross validation, have fragilities
– Out-of-sample testing is always a good idea
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Conclusion
• There are problems with data; these have been 

widely recognized, and we are making progress 
on how to work with new forms of data, 
including opaque secondary and commercial 
data

• There are still fundamental problems limitations 
of different modeling approaches, and how 
modeling relates to the world: machine learning 
is supercharging these, forgetting lessons of the 
past
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Other work of mine
• This is what I think is most interesting to this audience
• I have other work: 
– Trying to use modeling to imagine alternative states of the world 

(Richardson, Malik et al., 2021)
– Why do “technical” people have such a narrow view of the world, and 

how do some come to change? (Malik & Malik, 2021)
• My current work is on “AI ethics”, which I take to mean, how do we 

rigorously and responsibly develop and deploy (or choose not to 
develop or deploy) modeling, applied to large-scale data? How 
do we choose what modeling approach is appropriate (if any)? 
– This is largely aimed at biomedical use cases, but developed guidance 

will, I hope, apply to any field of social science
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